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Preface

For over 40 years I taught workplace writing, freelance article writing,
and how to write commercial fiction. This is my 20th book. So I’m pretty dedicated to print on paper as a medium of communication.
But in the late 1980s I began to see how networked computers
were changing the way we communicate. In some ways they were just
another means of getting print on paper. But something about the medium itself was changing the nature of our messages — and changing
our relationships with the people with whom we communicated. First
in email, and then on the newfangled World Wide Web, we were reading, writing, and reacting to information in different ways.
In teaching technology students in the early 1990s, I had to learn
fast to stay ahead of them. We were all scrambling to master the new
grammar of multimedia: the ways that text and sound and image could
combine to express ideas. With few authorities to consult, my students
and I watched what we ourselves were doing, and we tried to draw
general principles from our experience.
By the mid-1990s the web was truly worldwide, and a whole new
industry arose to serve and advance it. I got a sense of how big it was
when I walked into a university bookstore and found, by rough estimate,
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170 shelf-feet of books about the web: how to master HTML, CGI, and
Java; how to use this or that browser; how to design websites; how
to research the exponentially growing resources available on the web.
Not one of those books dealt with the actual words to be used on
the web.
Well, that made a certain amount of sense. No one had enough
experience yet to say what would work on the web, and what wouldn’t.
Hypertext had been around in various forms since the 1970s, but it
wouldn’t necessarily work on the web the way it does, for example, on
an encyclopedia DVD.
So most of the web pioneers wrote in whatever style seemed comfortable, and other pioneers followed their lead. That’s why, in the late
1990s, so many sites had expressions like “Check it out” and “This site
under construction.”
By then, creating websites had changed from a self-taught skill
into an industry. The pioneers had given countless hours to trial and
error (mostly error), in learning the basics of a new technology. But
they couldn’t squander their time when clients were paying for it. An
obscure computer specialty in 1992 had, by the end of the decade, become almost a basic job skill. My own colleagues, teaching in fields like
tourism and business administration, began to wonder how they could
cram website design into an already crowded curriculum.
So the time seemed right for a book that might help both expert
and novice webwriters save time and avoid known pitfalls. It might
thereby help web users as well.
This book doubtless reflects my own biases toward print on paper,
but I have tried to learn from a wide range of self-taught pioneer web
authorities and to present their views as well as my own. If my arguments make sense and help you write successful text for your sites,
of course I’ll be delighted. But I look forward to being rebutted and
superseded, because better insights will make webwriting a more effective communication tool for all of us. Some of my arguments may
provoke you into articulating contrary views that help to make your
sites succeed. If so, this book has succeeded too.
In mastering webwriting, we learn about what goes on in other
kinds of writing too, and what goes on in our own minds. So in learning to write well for this medium, I think we learn how to write better
in all media, and we learn something about ourselves as well.
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Introduction

Twenty-five years after Tim Berners-Lee wrote his first proposal for “a
large hypertext database with typed links,” most of us don’t know how
we ever got along without the World Wide Web. Yet old habits die
hard, and we still use the web with habits acquired in other media.
So newspaper websites still look a lot like newspapers. TV station
websites offer lots of video. Business websites look like their ads in the
Yellow Pages, only with more colors. And most website creators treat
it like whatever medium they’re most familiar with: a sheet of typing
paper, a radio, a canvas, a family photo album, or a Rolodex.
Websites can serve all those functions, but one of their primary
purposes is to make large amounts of text available online. (The Latin
word for “web,” by the way, is textus.) Graphics and sound can enhance
the content of a site, but text remains the core.
The web is a very different medium from print, TV, and radio. But
the habits we’ve learned in those media influence the way we respond
to text on the computer screen. We even call web files “pages” when
they’re nothing of the sort.
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We read print documents in a certain way, using cues to navigate
through a familiar format. The indented first line of a paragraph tells
us a new topic is coming up. Page numbers establish a sequence we’re
happy to follow. Indexes use alphabetical order to help us find things.
We’re so used to these conventions that we don’t even notice them.
But print habits don’t apply on the web. We surf through TV channels with our remote controls, and we bring the same attitude to the
TV-like screens of our computers: deliver something interesting right
now, some kind of jolt or reward, or we’ll go somewhere else.
These responses demand a kind of writing that is different from
other media — not better or worse, just different. Effective website
creation can certainly include excellent video, graphics, and sound. But
it also means text that can interest impatient surfers and make them
read what you’ve written.
This book offers some principles for composing text for your website. The principles aren’t carved in stone (how could they be?), but
they arise from the experience of thousands of people writing online
and on the Web over the past 25 years. We can draw some general
conclusions from that experience: what works and what doesn’t. We
can also modify or ignore those conclusions if our own circumstances
require us to. When George Orwell compiled his list of rules for clear
writing, he saved the best for last: “Break any of these rules sooner
than say anything outright barbarous.” Good webtext has a lot in common with good print text. It’s plain, concise, concrete, and “transparent”: Even on a personal website, the text should draw attention to its
subject, not to itself. This book will give you plenty of exercises and
tips for developing such a writing style.
Like good print text, webtext carries a subtext, a nonverbal message. The message may be, “I’m comfortable in this medium and I understand you, my reader.” Or it may be, “I’m completely wrapped up in
my own ego and my love of cool stuff.” This book should help to sensitize you to any writing habits that may let the wrong subtext slip out.
I can’t tell you how to design your site. But I can try to alert you
to the likely results of your design decisions. For example, if you like
long, long paragraphs full of long, long words, most of your readers
will soon lose interest in what you have to say.
Similarly, if your text scrolls on forever, you will lose readers. If
you build your site with layer after layer of linked pages, you will likely
baffle and bore your readers.
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If you are creating your own commercial site, or a personal blog,
you decided the content and the structure: its topics, its size, how its
pages connect, how its graphics, text, audio and video work together.
For reasons I’ll discuss, you can easily undercut yourself by presenting
text as if it were still on paper. So it’s in your own interest to understand something about website design basics, especially as they affect
the display of your text.
You face other constraints, if you’re writing text for a site designed
by someone else. The site designer may not have known or cared about
the kind of text displays you need. Navigation aids may not be good
enough. All too often, such sites are designed by techies who go with
what looks cool, not with what users need. Or a senior manager with
no knowledge of the web may have the final word on both design and
content.
How to write good text is only one of your challenges if you’re
working on a corporate website. You may need to explain some basics
about the medium to your colleagues — and again, while I don’t deal
directly with design issues, you’ll need to understand some realities
about the medium if you’re going to use it effectively. And whether
you’re writing for a small personal blog or a big corporate website,
effectiveness is the whole point of your effort.






So let’s start at the beginning, with what makes your computer
screen a different medium from the printed page you’re reading right
now.
Print text relies on what is technically called “hypotaxis”: one
idea clearly linked to the last idea, and linked in turn to the next idea.
Words like “therefore,” “nevertheless,” “third,” “moreover,” “similarly,”
and “so” are the links in hypotactic text. Most of us are very comfortable with this kind of patient construction.
Hypertext relies on “parataxis,” ideas that stand alone without
such links. This can be confusing, but if your readers can make the
connections by themselves, the impact of your text is enormous. Go
out on a first date and hear a good band play a good song. Marry your
date, and every time you hear that song, parataxis will take you back
to the night your life changed forever.
Another term for this is “exformation”: The information we leave
out of a message because the reader already has it. The right elusion
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to what we already know can produce a dramatic “aha!” moment, like
a piece of jigsaw puzzle suddenly clicking into place and becoming
meaningful. I call these moments “jolts.”
When they’re playing your song, you feel a jolt as you connect with
that special night. When your computer links you to something that
really matters to you, you experience a similar jolt.
Computers condition us for “high joltage.” A jolt is an emotional
reward that follows a prescribed action. Turn on the TV at the right
time for your favorite program, and it delivers jolts. Watch a movie,
and it delivers jolts. Log on to your favorite forum or chat room, and
you get jolts of praise or blame.
Like Pavlov’s dogs, computer users are now conditioned to expect
such stimuli. Maybe it’s a jolt of surprise as our computer beeps or
boings. Maybe it’s a jolt of triumph as we find information we’ve been
looking for. Or a jolt of satisfaction when someone Tweets the link to
our latest blog spot.
Yes, it’s a kind of addiction. We feel deprived if we don’t get some
kind of jolt at regular intervals, so we go where we hope to find more
jolts — to websites.
Does this mean your own site needs to look and sound like a rock
video? Or that you need to use obscene language to get and keep your
visitors’ attention? Not at all.
A truly high-joltage website supplies the information its visitors
are looking for. But your text had better be invitingly concise, and it
should provide the simple jolt of being understandable in one quick
glance.
If it also intrigues your visitors by offering them a hook of some
kind so they’ll keep reading, so much the better. Your role as a webwriter is to make your reader’s job effortless.
To sum up: By combining text, graphics, video, and audio, the Web
offers some of the qualities of familiar media like print, TV, movies, and
radio. When we recognize these qualities, we respond as if we were
dealing with those media. As a writer, you should understand your visitors’ mindset and compose your text accordingly.
You should also understand and accept the strengths and weaknesses of the web. Your readers may want to treat your site like a book
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or magazine or TV show, but it’s still a website — a collection of electronic files that you can organize as you please, but that your visitors
will explore as they please.
That puts you in an interesting bind: You may think of it as text,
but it’s really hypertext — a paratactic mess of words and ideas that
your readers will put together in a way that may or may not make
sense to them. In Chapter 1, we’ll look at what that means for you as
a webwriter.
This fifth edition of Writing for the Web is also a kind of hypertext.
It contains many links, and if you’re reading this on an e-reader, the
link will take you to the sites. You can access an electronic supplement
through my blog Writing for the Web (http://crofsblogs.typepad.com).
The supplement has a PowerPoint slide show, links to some key sources mentioned in the book, and occasional updates.
The webwriting blog itself has been a kind of ongoing update of
the book, with links to sites, articles, and other webwriting resources.
If you find such resources (or you consider yourself a resource), let me
know and I’ll add your links. This is, after all, an interactive medium.
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1
HISTORY, HYPERTEXT,
AND INTERACTIVE
COMMUNICATION

As World War II was nearing its end, an American scientist named Vannevar Bush published an article, “As We May Think,” (www.theatlantic.
com/doc/194507/bush).
As director of the wartime Office of Scientific Research and Development, Bush understood very well that information had become almost
unmanageable. The atomic bomb was a top-secret project fully known to
only a few hundred scientists. Yet even the bomb had generated a whitewater flood of information. Government, business, science — every
field was generating so much information that no one could follow it.
Computers in Bush’s day were huge and crude, but microfilm was
beginning to put whole bookshelves’ worth of information onto small
reels of celluloid. A little electric motor could zip you through weeks’
worth of newspaper pages, or the pages of a long technical report —
all projected onto a small screen. Bush dreamed of a camera that would
take pictures of the pages you wanted to, so you could revisit them
whenever you liked.
Microfilm never fulfilled Bush’s dreams, but as recently as the
1970s, the microfiche looked like a serious step forward: a hundred
pages of text on a sheet of film the size of a postcard!
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As a young technical writer in the mid-1960s, I saw the scientists
at the Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory struggling to keep up with “the
literature” — the articles published in their narrow specialties. Computers by then were less crude, but they could still fill a large room.
Some of the lab’s tech writers were using them to help scientists refine
their searches, but it was a slow and painful process. The tech writers
didn’t know it, but they were trying to create Google.
At almost exactly the same time, a young computer genius named
Ted Nelson launched the Xanadu Project (www.xanadu.com), an attempt to realize Vannevar Bush’s dream using something Nelson called
“hypertext.” It wasn’t (and isn’t) what we now call hypertext. On the
home page of the Xanadu Project, the World Wide Web is dismissed
as “another imitation of paper [that] trivializes our original hypertext
model.” Perhaps it does. But the web is what we’re now stuck with, and
“hypertext” is the term we use to describe how we use the Web: a way
of connecting text, graphics, video, and audio that uses computers to
realize the dream of Vannevar Bush.

1. Plain Text versus Hypertext
If you want to learn about, say, vampires, you face a pretty tedious
process if you plan to research the topic using a multi-volume encyclopedia. First you would go to the volume with all the V entries, and
find “Vampires.” That entry may suggest you also look at entries in
other volumes: Transylvania; Dracula; Stoker, Bram; Lugosi, Bela; films,
horror; bats, vampire; films, German: Nosferatu. As you consult each of
these entries, you’re pulling heavy volumes off the shelf and replacing
them, making notes, and generally taking up a lot of time.
Even using a single-volume book to research a topic presents
challenges. Such a book may have its own hypertext in the form of
footnotes, endnotes, appendixes, bibliographies, and an index —even
marginal scribbles by the last reader. The researcher looking for particular information soon learns to read backward: Start with the index and
then jump to just the pages dealing with the subject of interest. Even
then, the follow-up of tracking down footnoted references and finding
titles mentioned in the bibliography can be tedious and frustrating.
Hypertext saves you much of that work. Each hypertext document
has electronic links to other hypertext documents, much like doors between rooms in a library. If you’re reading a hypertext document about
vampires (http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Vampire) and you find a mention
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of Bela Lugosi, the actor’s name can itself be a link to still more information. Instead of making notes, you can simply save the file about
Lugosi along with all the other items you’ve encountered.
And if you don’t want to read about Bela Lugosi, but you do want
to read about vampire bats or Transylvanian history, you can ignore the
link to the Hollywood star and continue your reading.
This freedom of choice has its attractions, but some hypertext pioneers have tried to make it look like a revolution on a Gutenbergian
scale. They claim that, freed from the tyranny of the author’s structure,
readers can now examine any document they like, in any order they
choose, and use the information any way they please. (Of course, readers can also read a print document any way they please, but it takes
more effort to jump back and forth in a print-on-paper document than
in an electronic document.)
If each item of information is small enough, maybe just a paragraph or even a sentence, then readers have even more freedom. Instead of being led like children by the author’s hand, readers can now
make the text their own property, linking its components in their own
preferred ways.
This freedom of choice also has its limits. If we just want to find
out about Bram Stoker, we don’t want to waste time on Bela Lugosi,
even if the author thinks Lugosi is important.
But most of the time, as readers, we expect the author to have
mapped out our route for us, just as we expect a travel agent to plan
details of our trip. We assume the travel agent knows more than we do
and can anticipate our needs. Maybe we want some flexibility built into
our itinerary, but we don’t want to fly from New York to Paris, back to
New York, and then to Frankfurt.
Pushed to a logical extreme, the hypertext author might as well
hand the reader a set of Scrabble tiles and say: “Here, make your own
text.” But that’s not authorship, any more than 52 Pickup is a card
game. Our readers expect some kind of coherence in our hypertext.
We can and should provide such coherence, but we should be aware of
some specific challenges in doing so.
Hypertext is by definition nonlinear, but remember that “linearity”
itself is just a metaphor for a one-at-a-time sequence — especially
a sequence with which we’re familiar. The sequence A-B-C is “linear”
only because that’s the sequence we have learned. So is 1-2-3, and so is
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subject-verb-object. Because we’ve memorized certain patterns, we can
expect D to follow C, 3 to follow 2, and verb (usually) to follow subject.
When we put information into a numbered sequence, for example,
we expect #1 to be more important or more basic than #2. That’s because we’re used to hearing important or introductory material before
we hear details or complicated material that assumes we understand
the basics.

What is hypertext, anyway?
An essay or paper with footnotes or a bibliography
is a kind of hypertext since it refers to other documents in a way that makes it fairly easy to find them.
A document with marginal annotations could also
be called a hypertext. But in this book, “hypertext” refers to linked
documents in electronic format (files on a hard drive, a CD, or a
DVD containing text, graphics, audio, video, or some combination
of these elements). The link enables readers to jump between documents — even if the documents are on remote computers far
away from one another.

2. The Interactive Communication Model
In the rest of this book, I’ll examine some of the problems — and
opportunities — that hypertext offers to you as a webwriter. But you
should also bear in mind that hypertext depends on a completely different kind of communication model from print, film, TV and radio: the
online medium is interactive, and that makes a huge difference in what
you say and the way you say it. It even creates a different culture from
that of earlier media.
The standard model, also called the instrumentalist model, treats
a message like a FedEx package. All the recipient has to do is sign for
it: buy the product, vote for the candidate, give the right answer on
the exam, keep to the speed limit. The message is the instrument that
makes the recipient behave in some desired way.
In the interactive model (also called the constructivist model), both
sides are creating a conversation. They are construing the meaning of
that conversation by learning more about each other.
The unspoken message in the standard model is “Do what I say.”
In the interactive model, the unspoken message is “Is this what you
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want?” As we will see, many corporate websites (both business and
government) still operate on the standard model. Their sponsors see
your computer screen as just another spot where they can slap up a
copy of their one-way message.
Good webwriting, though, should exploit this opportunity for a twoway conversation — whatever the purpose and content of your site.
As I’ve watched the interactive culture emerge online since the 1980s,
I’ve seen its key traits emerge. The standard culture wants to know the
right answers; interactive culture wants to know the right questions.
Standard culture likes to learn from success; interactive culture learns
more from failures and mistakes. Standard culture looks to the future;
interactive culture is impatient, demanding just-in-time results.
Interactives tend to be egalitarian, respecting other people not for
their social status or rank, but for their expertise and willingness to
share it. Standard culture waits for someone to give the order; interactives decide what to do and then do it.
I’m not suggesting that interactive culture is somehow better than
that of the standard model — it’s just different, and it’s different because of the technology that the interactive model emerges from. That
technology gives you, as a webwriter, both limits and opportunities. As
you develop content for your website, you should bear in mind some
basic facts about the medium and its users.

3. Computers Make Us Impatient
We used to call it the World Wide Wait, because the primitive dial-up
systems of the 1990s were so slow to load pages. Many users in those
days would set their browsers to ignore the graphics; always the slowest items to load.
That impatience is still with us. But now we’re impatient to get
right to the material we came looking for, and we’re likely to hit the
Back button if we can’t find it right this instant.

4. Computers Give Us Jolts
When you’re driving a car or riding a bike, it gives you instant feedback
on your actions. Ideally, so do computers. Click on an icon and you get
music, or a window opens, or email pops up. Text itself can give us jolts
— anything from seeing our name on someone else’s site, to reading
a message from an old friend, to finding a scrap of information we’ve
been searching for.
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A “high-joltage” website will attract and hold more visitors than
one providing little stimulus. This doesn’t mean writing in a hysterical
style; it means writing clear text with your readers in mind.

5. Computer-Screen Text Is Hard to Read
You may not realize it but your monitor has awful resolution. Maybe
the text looks crisp and sharp compared to that on those old green-onblack monitors of the mid-1980s. But take a look at your text onscreen
and then at a laser printout. Once you look back at your screen, the
printout will be a sight for sore eyes, and you’ll realize how difficult it
is to read lots of text onscreen.
Studies in the 1980s, reported by web analyst and usability advocate Jakob Nielsen, found that reading from a monitor is 25 percent
slower than reading print on paper.
This seemed to result from the poor resolution of computer
screens, and that remains a problem for many computer users, not to
mention those who ead in tablets and mobile devices. Some machines
with Apple’s Retina Display or comparable screen can now produce
text almost as sharp as print in paper. And this does seem to improve
reading speed. But not everyone has such machines. So for the forseeable future, we should assume that most of our readers will find our
screen text relatively hard to read.
So most readers are stuck with low resolution. We don’t always
realize it, but reading 75 words of text on a screen feels as long as 100
words on paper. For impatient readers, this is a problem.
Reading from a monitor is tiring in other ways as well: Try reading
this book while holding it straight out in front of you at arm’s length.
When your arms get tired, just prop it up at the same distance. It feels
unnatural because it is unnatural. You’d rather hold the book in your
lap, or on a desktop at a comfortable distance. For mobile and tablet
users, “text neck syndrome” results from constantly looking down to
read, write or text on their devices.
To improve the readability of your text, you can provide lots of
blank space around it, as you would in a résumé. This means limiting
the amount of text you put on a single screen.
You may choose to display your text in a column that reaches only
halfway across the screen, leaving wide margins on either side or areas
of blank space that provide respite for your readers’ eyes. While this
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display may mean that onscreen readers will have to scroll down the
page to read the full article, shortening the length of the lines makes
text more readable. This is why newspapers display text in narrow
columns.

5.1 Computer-screen text is hard to proofread
Jakob Nielsen and others have found that the longer we read text on
a screen, the worse our ability to spot mistakes. All kinds of errors
and typos escape correction — especially in boldface headings and
subheads. Our visitors, however, are likely to spot our mistakes very
quickly.

6. Websites Attract Different Kinds of Visitors
Viewers and listeners are looking for graphics and sound. Text doesn’t
really interest them except as a guide to the next video clip, graphic
image, or song. Listeners may also include persons with visual impairments who need text that’s understandable when spoken by a voice
program.
Users are looking for information. They include customers as well
as researchers. They like “chunks” — stand-alone blocks of information, filling the screen with 100 words or less, requiring little or no
scrolling. Users need concise, well-organized, and well-mapped sites
so they can go straight to what they want.
Readers want information too, but they are willing to scroll through
complete documents. They may well prefer text adapted for screen display. Better yet, they like printer-friendly versions that they can print
out and read on paper.
Talkers are visitors who want to comment on what they find on
your site, and perhaps create a link to it on their own sites — especially if they’re running web logs (blogs) dealing with the same subjects
you also deal with. (Thanks to my Brazilian student Luis Filidis for this
insight.)
Colleagues may obtain your information through an intranet accessible only to employees. Such visitors need clear, usable, well-formatted
information just as much as outsiders do.
Customers want to buy something from you. They certainly want
information, but they also want clear, simple steps that let them buy
what they want.
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Depending on the nature of your site, you should try to appeal
to as many different kinds of visitors as possible. If you’re a graphic
designer looking for work, for example, your site should feature many
examples of your work — and also plenty of text describing your background, skills, and philosophy.
Bear in mind also that your visitors may not be native speakers of
your language, or very highly educated. Your text needs to be understandable and usable to them as well.

7. Webtext Is Hypertext
Your visitors can jump around from one page to another in any sequence they like. This means that the content of every page should be
able to stand on its own, without reference to other documents except
through clear links. As a webwriter you should be able to create such
stand-alone documents, and to make it easy for your visitors to jump
to other documents on your site (or on other sites).
Given the nature of this medium, and the interactive, international
culture it has encouraged, writing for the web is often very different
from writing for print on paper. But it is a skill well worth mastering.
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